
Rotational Direction

Triamec Convention

This document describes the convention regarding rotational directions used for the  Triamec Drives.
This convention is in accordance with the standards of IEC 60034-8 and DIN EN60034-8. With motors
and encoders connected according this convention, a predicable direction of rotation is ensured.
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1 Direction of Rotation According IEC 60034-8
According to IEC 60034-8, a motor is rotating in positive direction if it rotates in clockwise direction
while looking at the shaft-side of the motor.

Figure 1: Positive rotational direction

If a three-phase alternating current is applied to a synchronous motor which fulfills IEC 60034-8, the
motor rotates in positive direction if

• phase U leads phase V by 120° and phase V leads phase W by 120°.

Figure 2: According to IEC 60034-8 phase-current order 
of U-V-W causes rotation in positive direction.

Figure 3: According to IEC 60034-8 phase-current order 
of W-V-U causes rotation in negative direction.
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2 Interpretation of Rotational Direction by Triamec Drives
This section describes how the rotational direction is handled by the Triamec drives by default. The ro-
tational direction can be adjusted by the parameters

 PositionController.Encoders[].InvertDirection and
 Motor.InvertDirection.

2.1 Phase-Current Rotation
If the current-vector is rotated in positive direction (commutation angle has a positive velocity) and the
parameter  Motor.InvertDirection and  Encoders[].InvertDirection are set to false (default), the phase cur-
rent at the connector will have the order U-V-W by as shown in Figure 2. Therefore, a motor which ful-
fills IEC 60034-8 will rotate in positive direction in this case.

2.2 Encoder Rotation
For encoders, there exists no standard regarding the rotational direction and the positive direction de-
pends  on  the  implementation  by  the  manufacturer.  If  Encoders[].InvertDirection is  set  to false, the
Triamec drive interprets the encoder signals as follows:

Analog Encoder and Incremental Encoder

To determine the rotational direction, the phase shift of 90° between the phase A and phase B is used: 

• Positive direction: Phase A leads phase B by 90°

• Negative direction: Phase A lags phase B by 90°

Figure 4: Phase A leads phase B by 90° -> encoder counts in positive di-
rection.

Digital Encoders with Serial Protocol

As the position transfer is based on a serial protocol, the rotational direction is defined by the manufac -
turer of the encoder. 
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2.3 Encoder Inversion
In case the desired positive direction of the axis is opposite to the encoder count, the parameter 

PositionController.Encoders[].InvertDirection

can be set to true so the positive direction does match with the direction of the actual position of the
drive. This parameter also affects the direction of the commutation of the motor (see next section). 

2.4 Motor Inversion 
The direction of the commutation angle and the direction of the encoder count have to be aligned. If
this is not the case, the parameter

Parameters.Motor.InvertDirection

has to be set to TRUE.

Motor direction U-V-W Encoder count direction InvertDirection

CW CW FALSE

CW CCW TRUE

CCW CW TRUE

CCW CCW FALSE

3 Digital Encoders: Alignment Between Motor and Encoder
Some digital encoders are aligned with the motor at the factory. For example, this is done by setting the
encoder count to zero while a current is applied between two phases (e.g. Kollmorgen: positive DC cur-
rent into phase W and out of phase V (U floats)).

Figure 5: Kollmorgen AKM encoder alignment.

If the motor is aligned with the encoder, the encoder count can be used for the commutation of the
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motor and the motor can be enabled without an initial phasing. See [1] section “Commutation with Ab-
solute Encoder” for more information.
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